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ABSTRACT

During DNA replication, DNA lesions in lagging
strand templates are initially encountered by DNA
polymerase � (pol �) holoenzymes comprised of pol
� and the PCNA processivity sliding clamp. These
encounters are thought to stall replication of an af-
flicted template before the lesion, activating DNA
damage tolerance (DDT) pathways that replicate the
lesion and adjacent DNA sequence, allowing pol � to
resume. However, qualitative studies observed that
human pol � can replicate various DNA lesions, albeit
with unknown proficiencies, which raises issues re-
garding the role of DDT in replicating DNA lesions. To
address these issues, we re-constituted human lag-
ging strand replication to quantitatively characterize
initial encounters of pol � holoenzymes with DNA
lesions. The results indicate pol � holoenzymes sup-
port dNTP incorporation opposite and beyond multi-
ple lesions and the extent of these activities depends
on the lesion and pol � proofreading. Furthermore,
after encountering a given DNA lesion, subsequent
dissociation of pol � is distributed around the lesion
and a portion does not dissociate. The distributions
of these events are dependent on the lesion and pol �
proofreading. Collectively, these results reveal com-
plexity and heterogeneity in the replication of lagging
strand DNA lesions, significantly advancing our un-
derstanding of human DDT.

INTRODUCTION

In humans, like all eukaryotes, lagging strand DNA tem-
plates are primarily replicated by DNA polymerase � (pol
�, Figure 1, top), which is a member of the B-family of
DNA polymerases. Pol � is comprised of four subunits;
three accessory subunits (p50/POLD2, p66/POLD3 and
p12/POLD4) and a catalytic subunit (p125/POLD1) that
contains distinct active sites for DNA polymerase and 3′ →

5′ exonuclease (i.e. proofreading) activities (1). On its own,
human pol � is an inefficient and distributive DNA poly-
merase and must anchor to the processivity sliding clamp,
proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA), to form a pol �
holoenzyme with maximal efficiency and processivity (2).
The highly conserved ring-shaped structure of PCNA has
a central cavity large enough to encircle double-stranded
DNA (dsDNA) and slide freely along it (3). Thus, associa-
tion of pol � with PCNA encircling a primer/template (P/T)
junction effectively tethers the polymerase to DNA, sub-
stantially increasing the extent of continuous replication.
The major single-strand DNA (ssDNA)-binding protein,
replication protein A (RPA), engages the downstream tem-
plate ssDNA that is to be replicated, preventing its degrada-
tion by cellular nucleases and formation of secondary DNA
substrates that are prohibitive to DNA replication (4). Fur-
thermore, upon dissociation of pol � from a P/T junction,
RPA prevents diffusion of PCNA along the adjacent 5′ ss-
DNA overhang (5,6).

As the primary lagging strand DNA polymerase, pol �
is the first to encounter lagging strand template nucleotides
that have been damaged by covalent modifications. These
damaging modifications, referred to as DNA lesions, arise
from exposure of genomic DNA to reactive metabolites and
environmental mutagens. Given the highly stringent DNA
polymerase activity of human pol � along with its robust,
intrinsic proofreading activity, the historical view for what
transpires upon human pol � encountering a DNA lesion
(Figure 1, step 1) is that pol � dissociates into solution, leav-
ing PCNA and RPA behind at the aborted P/T junction
(Figure 1, step 2). Pol � may re-iteratively associate and dis-
sociate from the resident PCNA, but it cannot support sta-
ble insertion of a dNTP opposite the lesion. Consequently,
replication of the lagging strand template stalls, activating
DNA damage tolerance (DDT) pathways (Figure 1, step
3) that are ultimately responsible for insertion of a dNTP
opposite the lesion (i.e. insertion), extension of the nascent
DNA 1 nucleotide (nt) downstream of the lesion (i.e. ex-
tension), and possibly further elongation of the nascent
DNA >1 nt downstream of the lesion (i.e. elongation). For
example, in translesion DNA synthesis (TLS), the predom-
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Figure 1. DNA damage tolerance in lagging strand templates. At the top, a
progressing pol � holoenzyme (pol � + PCNA) is depicted replicating a lag-
ging strand template engaged by RPA. 1) A progressing pol � holoenzyme
encounters a DNA lesion in a lagging strand template. 2) Pol � rapidly
and passively dissociates into solution, leaving PCNA and RPA behind on
the DNA. Pol � may reiteratively associate and dissociate to/from the res-
ident PCNA encircling the stalled P/T junction but cannot support stable
dNTP incorporation opposite the offending DNA lesion. 3) The stalled
P/T junction activates one or more DNA damage tolerance pathway(s)
that are ultimately responsible for the insertion of a dNTP opposite the
lesion (insertion), extension of the nascent DNA 1 nt downstream of the
lesion (extension), and possibly further extension of the nascent DNA > 1
nt downstream of the lesion (elongation). TLS is depicted as an example
of DDT. In this pathway, one or more TLS polymerases engage PCNA
encircling the aborted P/T junction and perform insertion, extension, and
(possibly) elongation. 4) After DDT is complete, replication by a pol �
holoenzyme may resume downstream of the lesion. In this view, DDT is
solely responsible for the replication of a DNA lesion (i.e. insertion), and,
hence, pol � does not contribute to the fidelity of replicating DNA lesions.

inant human DDT pathway, one or more TLS DNA poly-
merases engage PCNA encircling an aborted P/T junction
and replicate the offending DNA damage and downstream
template nucleotide(s) with high proficiency due to their ex-
panded DNA polymerase active sites and lack of associ-
ated proofreading activities. After DDT, replication by pol �

holoenzymes may resume downstream of the lesion (Figure
2, step 4) (7,8).

Over the last 15 years or so, numerous qualitative stud-
ies from independent groups (9–15) observed that human
pol � is capable of replicating various DNA lesions, which
raised an issue of whether pol � is directly involved in DDT
and hence a major player in the fidelity of replicating DNA
lesions. This issue has critical implications for our under-
standing of when, how, and why DDT is activated in hu-
mans but remained unresolved as the proficiencies of DNA
lesion bypass by human pol � holoenzymes have yet to
be determined. For example, if human pol � holoenzymes
are proficient at insertion for a given DNA lesion, then
DDT may only be activated to perform extension and possi-
bly elongation. To address this issue, we re-constituted hu-
man lagging strand replication at physiological pH, ionic
strength, and dNTP concentrations to quantitatively char-
acterize, at single nucleotide resolution, the initial encoun-
ters of pol � holoenzymes with downstream DNA lesions.
In short, a DNA lesion ≥9 nt downstream of a P/T junc-
tion is encountered only once and only by a progressing pol
� holoenzyme, rather than pol � alone. To the best of our
knowledge, comparable studies of human lagging strand
replication have yet to be reported. The results indicate that
human pol � holoenzymes support stable dNTP incorpo-
ration opposite and beyond multiple lesions and the extent
of these activities depends on the identity of the lesion and
the ability to proofread intrinsically (as opposed to extrinsi-
cally). Furthermore, the results indicate that, after encoun-
tering a given DNA lesion, subsequent dissociation of pol
� does not conform to a uniform site relative to the lesion.
Rather, pol � dissociation events are distributed around the
lesion and a portion of pol � does not dissociate at all. The
distributions of these events are dependent on the identity
of the lesion and the ability to proofread intrinsically. The
results from the present study together with those from pre-
vious reports on human pol � reveal complexity and het-
erogeneity in the replication of lagging strand DNA lesions,
significantly advancing our understanding of human DDT.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Recombinant human proteins

Human RPA, Cy5-PCNA, RFC and pol � (exonuclease-
deficient and wild-type) were obtained as previously de-
scribed (16,17). The concentration of active RPA was de-
termined via a FRET-based activity assay as described pre-
viously (18).

Oligonucleotides

Oligonucleotides were synthesized by Integrated DNA
Technologies (Coralville, IA) or Bio-Synthesis (Lewisville,
TX) and purified on denaturing polyacrylamide gels. For
oligonucleotides containing a thymine glycol, the cis-5R,6S
stereoisomer of the DNA lesion is incorporated into
the oligonucleotide sequence (confirmed by Bio-synthesis).
This stereoisomer of Tg is the most abundant and the
most stable (19). The concentrations of unlabeled DNAs
were determined from the absorbance at 260 nm using
the calculated extinction coefficients. The concentrations of
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Figure 2. Replication by pol � holoenzymes. (A) Schematic representation of the experiment performed to monitor primer extension by pol � holoenzymes
during a single binding encounter with a P/T DNA substrate. (B) 16% denaturing sequencing gel of the primer extension products observed for the native
(i.e. undamaged) DNA substrate (BioCy5P/T, Supplementary Figure S1). The incorporation step (i) for certain primer extension products (i1 to i10, i12 and
i33) is indicated on the far right. Shown on the left and the right are representative gels of primer extension by pol � observed in the absence (‘–PCNA’) and
presence (‘+ PCNA’) of PCNA, respectively. (C) Quantification of the (total) primer extension products. Data is plotted as a function of time (after the
addition of pol �) and display ‘burst’ kinetics. Data points within the ‘linear’ phase are fit to a linear regression where the Y-intercept (in nM) represents the
amplitude of the ‘burst’ phase, and the slope represents the initial velocity (in nM/s) of the linear phase. Data for experiments carried out in the absence
(‘–PCNA’) and presence (‘+PCNA’) of PCNA are displayed in grey and black, respectively. Data for experiments carried out in the presence of PCNA
are fit to a burst + linear phase kinetic model (dashed line) only for visualizing the conformity of the linear phases for each fit. (D) Processivity of pol
� holoenzymes. The probability of incorporation (Pi) for each dNTP incorporation step (i) beyond the first incorporation step is calculated as described
in Materials and Methods. Pi values observed in the presence of PCNA are plotted as a function of the dNTP incorporation step i. Data is fit to an
interpolation only for observation.
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Cy5-labeled DNAs were determined from the extinction co-
efficient at 650 nm for Cy5 (ε650 = 250 000 M−1cm−1). The
concentrations of Cy3-labeled DNAs were determined from
the extinction coefficient at 550 nm for Cy3 (ε650 = 125 000
M−1 cm−1). For annealing two single strand DNAs, the
primer and corresponding, complementary template strand
were mixed in equimolar amounts in 1× Annealing Buffer
(10 mM Tris–HCl, pH 8.0, 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA),
heated to 95◦C for 5 min, and allowed to slowly cool to
room temperature.

Primer extension assays

All primer extension experiments were performed at 25◦C
in an assay buffer consisting of 1× Replication Buffer sup-
plemented with 1 mM DTT and 1 mM ATP. For all exper-
iments, the final ionic strength was adjusted to 230 mM by
addition of appropriate amounts of KOAc and samples are
protected from light whenever possible. All reagents, sub-
strate, and protein concentrations listed are final reaction
concentrations. First, 250 nM of a Cy5-labeled P/T DNA
(Supplementary Figure S1) is preincubated with 1 �M Neu-
travidin. Next, RPA (750 nM heterotrimer) is added and the
resultant mixture is allowed to equilibrate for 5 min. PCNA
(250 nM homotrimer), ATP (1 mM), and RFC (250 nM
heteropentamer) are then added in succession and the re-
sultant mixture is incubated for 5 min. Finally, dNTPs (46
�M dATP, 9.7 �M dGTP, 48 �M dCTP, 67 �M dTTP) are
added and DNA synthesis is initiated by the addition of lim-
iting pol � (either 8.8 nM wild-type or 35 nM exonuclease-
deficient heterotetramer). The concentration of each dNTP
utilized is within the physiological range observed in divid-
ing human cells (24 ± 22 �M dATP, 5.2 ± 4.5 �M dGTP,
29 ± 19 �M dCTP, 37 ± 30 �M dTTP) (20). At variable
times, aliquots of the reaction were removed, quenched with
62.5 mM EDTA, pH 8.0, 2 M urea, 50% formamide sup-
plemented with 0.01% (wt/vol) tracking dyes. In general,
primer extension assays utilizing wild-type pol � were mon-
itored for ≤60 s and those utilizing exonuclease-deficient
pol � were monitored for ≤120 s. Primer extension prod-
ucts were resolved on 16% sequencing gels. Before loading
onto a gel, quenched samples were heated at 95◦C for 5 min
and immediately chilled in ice water for 5 min. Gel images
were obtained on a Typhoon Model 9410 imager. The fluo-
rescence intensity in each band on a gel was quantified with
ImageQuant (GE Healthcare) and the fluorescence inten-
sity of each DNA band within a given lane was converted
to concentration by first dividing its intensity by the sum of
the intensities for all of the species present in the respective
lane and then multiplying the resultant fraction by the con-
centration of P/T DNA (250 nM). Within a given lane, the
probability of incorporation, Pi, for each dNTP incorpora-
tion step, i, after i1 was calculated as described previously
(2,21). The insertion probability is the probability of dNTP
incorporation opposite a DNA lesion or the correspond-
ing native nucleotide at dNTP incorporation step i and is
equal to Pi. The insertion efficiency was calculated by di-
viding the insertion probability for a given DNA lesion by
the insertion probability for the corresponding native nu-
cleotide in the same sequence context and then multiplying
the resultant quotient by 100%. The extension probability

is the probability of dNTP incorporation 1 nt downstream
of a DNA lesion or the corresponding native nucleotide at
dNTP incorporation step i and is equal to Pi+1. The ex-
tension efficiency was calculated by dividing the extension
probability for a given DNA lesion by the extension proba-
bility for the corresponding native nucleotide in the same se-
quence context and then multiplying the resultant quotient
by 100%. The bypass probability for a given DNA lesion
or the corresponding native nucleotide at dNTP insertion
step, i, was calculated by multiplying Pi by Pi+1. The by-
pass probability represents the probability of dNTP incor-
poration opposite a DNA lesion or the corresponding na-
tive nucleotide at dNTP incorporation step i, and the next
dNTP incorporation step downstream (i + 1). The bypass
efficiency was calculated by dividing the bypass probability
for a given DNA lesion by the bypass probability for the cor-
responding native nucleotide in the same sequence context
and then multiplying the resultant quotient by 100%. Upon
encountering a given DNA lesion or the corresponding na-
tive nucleotide at dNTP incorporation step, i, the fraction
of pol � that subsequently dissociates at dNTP incorpora-
tion step i or any dNTP incorporation step downstream is
defined as the band intensity at that dNTP incorporation
step divided by the sum of the band intensity at that dNTP
incorporation step and the band intensities for all longer
primer extension products. These values are utilized to de-
termine the distribution (%) of pol � dissociation events
that occur after the initial encounter with a DNA lesion
or the corresponding native nucleotide at dNTP incorpora-
tion step i. Only data points that are <20% of the reaction
progress (based on the accumulation of primer extension
products) are displayed in the gel images, plotted as a func-
tion of time, and analyzed with Kaleidagraph (Synergy).
Within the linear phase of primer extension, the Pi values,
the variables calculated from Pi values, and all parameters
discussed above remain constant with incubation time. For
a given dNTP incorporation step, the Pi values within the
linear phase of primer extension, the variables calculated
from these Pi values, and all parameters discussed above are
each fit to a flat line where the y-intercept reflects the average
value. For all plots in all figures, each data point/column
represents the average ± S.E.M. of at least three indepen-
dent experiments. Error bars are present for all data points
on all plots in all figures but may be smaller than the data
point.

RESULTS

Strategy to monitor progression of human pol � holoenzymes

The approach utilizes P/T DNA substrates (Supplementary
Figure S1) that mimic nascent P/T junctions on a lagging
strand. Each P/T DNA is comprised of a 62-mer template
strand annealed to a 29-mer primer strand that contains a
biotin at the 5′ terminus and an internal Cy5 dye label 4
nt from the 5′ terminus. When pre-bound to Neutravidin,
the biotin prevents loaded PCNA from sliding off the ds-
DNA end of the substrate. The lengths (29 base pairs, bp)
of the dsDNA regions are identical and in agreement with
the requirements for assembly of a single PCNA ring onto
DNA by RFC (5,6,17). The lengths (33 nt) of the ssDNA
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regions adjacent to the 3′ end of the P/T junctions are iden-
tical and accommodate 1 RPA molecule (22–24). P/T DNA
is pre-saturated with Neutravidin and RPA and then PCNA
is assembled onto all P/T junctions by RFC and stabilized
by RPA and Neutravidin/biotin blocks that prohibit PCNA
from diffusing off the P/T DNA (Supplementary Figure S2)
(5,6). Finally, primer extension (i.e. dNTP incorporation) is
initiated by the addition of limiting pol � (Figure 2A) and
Cy5-labeled DNA products are resolved on a denaturing
polyacrylamide gel (Figure 2B), visualized on a fluorescent
imager, and quantified.

Under the conditions of the assay (physiological pH,
ionic strength, and concentration of each dNTP), primer
extension on a control (i.e. native/undamaged) P/T DNA
(BioCy5P/T, Supplementary Figure S1) is severely lim-
ited in the absence of PCNA and not observed beyond
the fifth dNTP incorporation step (i.e. i5) (Figure 2B, ‘–
PCNA’) whereas significant primer extension is observed in
the presence of PCNA up to and including the last dNTP
incorporation step (i33) (Figure 2B, ‘+PCNA’). In the ab-
sence of PCNA, only 1.249 ± 0.314% of the primer is ex-
tended over the time period monitored (60 s) compared to
12.60 ± 0.61% in the presence of PCNA (Figure 2C). These
observations agree with the inability of pol � alone to form
a stable complex with native P/T DNA (2,25). Altogether,
the results from Figure 2A–C indicate that nearly all DNA
synthesis (> 90%) observed in the presence of PCNA is car-
ried out by pol � holoenzymes and only pol � holoenzymes
are responsible for primer extension beyond the fifth dNTP
incorporation step (i.e. i ≥ 5).

All primer extension assays reported in this study were
performed in the presence of a large excess of P/T DNA
over pol � and only monitor ≤20% of the reaction such that
once a primer is extended and the associated pol � subse-
quently disengages, the probability that the extended primer
will be utilized again is negligible. Rather, the dissociated
pol � engages another, previously unused primer. In other
words, the observed primer extension products reflect a sin-
gle cycle (i.e. single pass, single hit, etc.) of DNA synthe-
sis. Appropriate single hit conditions are operating for any
pol �:P/T DNA ratio when the probabilities of dNTP in-
corporation (Pi) remain constant with incubation time, as
depicted in Supplementary Figure S3 for the BioCy5P/T
DNA substrate in the presence of PCNA (2,21,26,27). This
condition is met for all Pi values reported in this study.
For a given dNTP incorporation step i, the probability of
dNTP incorporation, Pi, represents the likelihood that pol
� will incorporate a dNTP rather than dissociate. For the
BioCy5P/T DNA substrate, the Pi values observed in the
presence of PCNA (Figure 2D) are high and range from
0.998 ± 0.001 for the 23rd dNTP incorporation (i23) to
0.881 ± 0.031 for the last dNTP incorporation step (i = 33).
Maximal Pi values (≥0.990) are observed beginning at i16
and are maintained until i27, after which Pi drops off, partic-
ularly at i32 and i33, as progressing pol � holoenzymes disso-
ciate due to the severely diminished length (2 nt) of the sin-
gle strand template. Importantly, the distribution and range
of observed Pi values are in excellent agreement with values
reported in previous studies on the same P/T DNA sub-
strate where only DNA synthesis by pol � holoenzymes is
observed (2,21). This re-affirms that >90%, if not all, DNA

synthesis observed in the presence of PCNA is carried out
by pol � holoenzymes, as opposed to pol � alone. All Pi
values observed for the BioCy5P/T DNA substrate in the
presence of PCNA are less than 1.0 (Figure 2D) indicating
that a proportion of progressing pol � holoenzymes disso-
ciate at each successive dNTP incorporation step. This be-
havior of pol � holoenzymes on the native P/T DNA agrees
very well with the extensively documented behavior of hu-
man pol � holoenzymes (2,21,28–34). This assay was uti-
lized in the present study to directly compare the progres-
sion of human pol � holoenzymes on the native/undamaged
BioCy5P/T DNA substrate (Supplementary Figure S1) to
that observed on damaged P/T DNA substrates that are
identical to the BioCy5P/T DNA except that a single nt ≥ 9
nt downstream of the P/T junction is altered by a chemical
modification(s), i.e. DNA lesion(s) (Supplementary Figure
S1). The DNA lesions examined in the present study are
prominent in cells exposed to oxidizing or alkylating agents.
In this ‘running start’ setup, dNTP incorporation initiates
upstream of a DNA lesion and, hence, the DNA lesion is
encountered by progressing pol � holoenzymes that have
a ‘running start.’ Stable assembly (i.e. loading) of PCNA
onto a P/T junction is not affected by any of the DNA le-
sions examined in the present study (Supplementary Figure
S2). Thus, any observed effect on the DNA synthesis activ-
ity of assembled pol � holoenzymes is not attributable to the
amount of PCNA loaded onto a P/T DNA junction with a
DNA lesion ≥9 nt downstream.

The effect of oxidative DNA lesions on the progression of hu-
man pol � holoenzymes

First, we examined the effect of 7,8-dihydro-8-oxoguanine
(8oxoG, Figure 3A) on the progression of human pol �
holoenzymes. Guanine is the most oxidized nucleobase and
8oxoG is one of the most abundant DNA lesions generated
by exposure of genomic DNA to reactive oxygen species
(ROS) (35–38). The P/T DNA substrate (Bio-Cy5-P/T-
8oxoG, Supplementary Figure S1) contains an 8oxoG 12 nt
downstream of the P/T junction (at the 12th dNTP incor-
poration step, i12). As observed in Figure 3B for an 8oxoG
DNA lesion, synthesis of the full-length (62-mer) primer
extension product is clearly observed, indicating that hu-
man pol � supports stable incorporation of dNTPs oppo-
site and beyond an 8oxoG (i.e. lesion bypass) during an ini-
tial encounter. The observed Pi values up to, but not in-
cluding, the 12th dNTP incorporation step (i12) are identi-
cal for the native and 8oxoG P/T DNA substrates (Figure
3C). Thus, a downstream 8oxoG does not affect the pro-
gression of pol � holoenzymes towards the lesion. Upon
encountering an 8oxoG, only 36.4 ± 1.5% of the progress-
ing pol � holoenzymes bypass the lesion prior to dissoci-
ation (Supplementary Table S1, Probability of bypass ×
100%), which is significantly less than that observed for by-
pass of native G (97.1 ± 0.1%) in the same sequence con-
text. The reduced efficiency of 8oxoG bypass (37.5 ± 1.5%,
Figure 3D) is primarily due to reduced extension efficiency
(43.7 ± 1.5%) following moderately efficient insertion op-
posite 8oxoG (85.7 ± 0.6%). Immediately following lesion
bypass of 8oxoG (i12 and i13), the observed Pi values (from
i14 to i33) are restored to those observed for the native G
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Figure 3. Pol � holoenzymes encountering an 8oxoG lesion downstream of a P/T junction. The progression of human pol � holoenzymes was monitored
on a P/T DNA substrate (Bio-Cy5-P/T-8oxoG, Supplementary Figure S1) that contains an 8oxoG 12 nt downstream of the P/T junction (at the 12th
dNTP incorporation step, i12). (A) Structure of 8oxoG. 8oxoG (Bottom) is generated from G (top) through the introduction of an oxo group on the
carbon at position 8 and the addition of a hydrogen to the nitrogen at position 7. These modifications are highlighted in red on the structure of 8oxoG.
(B) 16% denaturing sequencing gel of the primer extension products. Shown on the left and the right are representative gels of primer extension by pol �
holoenzymes on the native Bio-Cy5-P/T (‘G at i12’) and the Bio-Cy5-P/T-8oxoG (‘8oxoG at i12’) DNA substrates, respectively. (C) Processivity of pol �
holoenzymes. Pi values observed for the native Bio-Cy5-P/T (‘G at i12’) and the Bio-Cy5-P/T-8oxoG (‘8oxoG at i12’) DNA substrates are shown in black
and red, respectively, and plotted as a function of the dNTP incorporation step i. Data is fit to an interpolation only for observation. Dashed line indicates
dNTP incorporation step for insertion (i12). (D) Efficiency of replicating 8oxoG. The efficiencies for insertion, extension, and bypass are calculated as
described in Materials and Methods and plotted as percentages. The Pi value(s) from which each efficiency is derived from is indicated below the respective
efficiency. Values for each parameter are also reported in Supplementary Table S1. (E). Dissociation of pol � holoenzymes after encountering an 8oxoG
lesion at i12. The distribution of pol � dissociation events observed for the native Bio-Cy5-P/T (‘G at i12’) and the Bio-Cy5-P/T-8oxoG (‘8oxoG at i12’)
DNA substrates are indicated in black and red, respectively.

template (Figure 3B). Thus, after bypass of an 8oxoG, the
offending lesion does not affect the progression of pol �
holoenzymes that continue downstream. Altogether, this in-
dicates that an 8oxoG lesion only promotes dissociation of
pol � during lesion bypass (i.e. insertion and extension).

Next, we further assessed the effects of an 8oxoG on the
progression of pol � holoenzymes that encounter the le-
sion. To do so, we calculated and directly compared the dis-
tributions of pol � dissociation events that occur after an
8oxoG or a native G is encountered at i12 (Figure 3E). For
pol � holoenzymes that encounter a native G at i12 (‘G at
i12’ in Figure 3E), the vast majority of the associated pol
� (74.7 ± 2.0%) does not dissociate at all before reaching
the end of the template (i32 and i33), as expected. Further-
more, of the dissociation events that do occur, nearly all are
observed during elongation. For pol � holoenzymes that en-
counter an 8oxoG at i12 (‘8oxoG at i12’ in Figure 3E), only
15.8 ± 0.6% of pol � dissociates during insertion, indicating
that a very high proportion of 8oxoG lesions encountered

by progressing pol � holoenzymes (84.2 ± 0.6%) are repli-
cated by pol �. Dissociation of pol � is most prevalent dur-
ing extension (47.8 ± 0.8%) but a significant portion of pol
� (27.8 ± 1.6%) does not dissociate at all before reaching the
end of the template.

The intrinsic 3′→5′ exonuclease (i.e. proofreading) ac-
tivity of human pol � may affect 8oxoG bypass. To exam-
ine this possibility, we repeated the assays and analyses de-
scribed above with exonuclease-deficient human pol �. Un-
der the conditions of the assay, where only initial binding
encounters of pol � are monitored, any observed proofread-
ing occurs intrinsically (as opposed to extrinsically) because
a given dNTP incorporation and the subsequent proof-
reading of that dNTP incorporation are not separated by
a dissociation event. If lesion bypass is restricted by the
proofreading activity of pol �, then disabling this activity
will increase efficiency of lesion bypass by promoting inser-
tion, extension, or both activities, resulting in an increase
in the percentage of pol � that does not dissociate and a
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Figure 4. Effect of proofreading on bypass of 8oxoG by pol � holoenzymes. (A) Efficiency of replicating 8oxoG. The efficiencies for insertion, extension, and
bypass for wild-type (WT) and exonuclease-deficient (Exo–) pol � holoenzymes are plotted as percentages. Values for each parameter are also reported in
Supplementary Table S1. (B) Dissociation of pol � holoenzymes after encountering an 8oxoG lesion at i12. The distribution of dissociation events observed
for the Bio-Cy5-P/T-8oxoG DNA substrate with wild-type (WT) and exonuclease-deficient (Exo–) pol � holoenzymes are plotted.

shift of the observed dissociation events towards elonga-
tion (39–41). Conversely, if lesion bypass is promoted by
the proofreading activity of pol �, then disabling this ac-
tivity will decrease the efficiency of lesion bypass by pro-
hibiting insertion, extension, or both activities, resulting in
a decrease in the percentage of pol � that does not dis-
sociate and a shift in the observed dissociation events to-
wards insertion and/or extension. As observed in Figure
4A and Supplementary Table S1, disabling the proofread-
ing activity of human pol � marginally decreases the bypass
efficiency (by 8.91 ± 1.84%) by slightly decreasing the in-
sertion efficiency (by 9.88 ± 0.91%) and the extension effi-
ciency (by 6.01 ± 2.07%). This results in a decrease in the
percentage of pol � that does not dissociate and a shift in
dissociation events to insertion (Figure 4B). Altogether, the
studies described above suggest that human pol � holoen-
zymes are very efficient at insertion opposite 8oxoG in a
lagging strand template (insertion efficiency = 85.7 ± 0.6%)
and that 8oxoG only promotes dissociation of pol � dur-
ing lesion bypass; 8oxoG does not affect the progression
of pol � holoenzymes towards the lesion (i.e. before lesion
bypass) or 2 nt beyond the lesion (i.e. after lesion bypass).
Furthermore, the 3′→5′ exonuclease activity of human pol
� marginally promotes 8oxoG bypass by proofreading in-
sertion opposite the lesion and potentially extension be-
yond the lesion. Under the conditions of the assay, it can-
not be discerned whether the contribution of proofreading
to extension is due to proofreading insertion of an incorrect
dNTP opposite 8oxoG (i.e. a mismatch) to promote exten-
sion or to proofreading extension to stabilize dNTP incor-
poration 1 nt downstream of the lesion. Next, we repeated
these assays to analyze the effects of another prominent ox-
idative DNA lesion, 5,6-dihydroxy-5,6-dihydrothymine, i.e.

thymine glycol (Tg, Figure 5A), on the progression of hu-
man pol � holoenzymes (19). Thymine glycol is the most
common oxidation product of thymine (19).

The P/T DNA substrate (Bio-Cy5-P/T-Tg, Supplemen-
tary Figure S1) contains a Tg 9 nt downstream of the P/T
junction (at the 9th dNTP incorporation step, i9). As ob-
served in Figure 5B, synthesis of the full-length (62-mer)
primer extension product is clearly observed, indicating that
human pol � supports lesion bypass of a Tg during an ini-
tial encounter. The observed Pi values up to, but not includ-
ing, the 9th dNTP incorporation step (i9) are nearly identi-
cal for the native and Tg P/T DNA substrates (Figure 5C).
Thus, a downstream Tg does not significantly affect, if at all,
the progression of pol � holoenzymes towards the lesion.
Upon encountering a Tg, only 31.6 ± 2.3% of replicating
pol � holoenzymes bypass the lesion prior to dissociation,
which is significantly less than that observed for bypass of
native T (96.3 ± 0.2%) in the same sequence context (Sup-
plementary Table S2). The reduced efficiency (32.9 ± 2.4%)
of Tg bypass (Figure 5D) is primarily due to reduced ex-
tension efficiency (41.5 ± 2.7%) following moderately ef-
ficient insertion opposite Tg (79.1 ± 0.7%). Immediately
following lesion bypass of Tg, native Pi values are not re-
stored until 3 nt beyond the lesion (at the 12th dNTP in-
corporation step, Figure 5C). Thus, after bypass of a Tg,
the offending lesion promotes dissociation of pol � holoen-
zymes that continue downstream. Altogether, this indicates
that a Tg lesion promotes dissociation of pol � during in-
sertion, extension, and the first dNTP incorporation step
of elongation (i.e. i11). However, only 22.5 ± 0.7% of pol
� dissociates during insertion (Figure 5E), indicating that
a very high proportion of Tg lesions encountered by pro-
gressing pol � holoenzymes (77.5 ± 0.7%) are replicated by
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Figure 5. Pol � holoenzymes encountering a Tg lesion downstream of a P/T junction. The progression of human pol � holoenzymes was monitored on a
P/T DNA substrate (Bio-Cy5-P/T-Tg, Supplementary Figure S1) that contains a Tg 9 nt downstream of the P/T junction (at the 9th dNTP incorporation
step, i9). (A) Structure of Tg. Tg (bottom) is generated from T (top) through the addition of hydroxyl groups on the carbons at position 5 and position 6 of
the ring. This results in a loss of aromaticity and conversion from planar to nonplanar. These modifications are highlighted in orange on the structure of
Tg. (B) 16% denaturing sequencing gel of the primer extension products. Shown on the left and the right are representative gels of primer extension by pol �
holoenzymes on the native Bio-Cy5-P/T (‘T at i9’) and the Bio-Cy5-P/T-Tg (‘Tg at i9’) DNA substrates, respectively. (C) Processivity of pol � holoenzymes.
Pi values observed for the native Bio-Cy5-P/T (‘T at i9’) and the Bio-Cy5-P/T-Tg (‘Tg at i9’) DNA substrates are shown in black and orange, respectively,
and plotted as a function of the dNTP incorporation step, i. Data is fit to an interpolation only for observation. Dashed line indicates dNTP incorporation
step for insertion (i9). (D) Efficiency of replicating Tg. The efficiencies for insertion, extension, and bypass are calculated as described in Materials and
Methods and plotted as percentages. Values for each parameter are also reported in Supplementary Table S2. (E). Dissociation of pol � holoenzymes after
encountering a Tg lesion. The distribution of dissociation events observed for the native Bio-Cy5-P/T (‘T at i9’) and the Bio-Cy5-P/T-Tg (‘Tg at i9’) DNA
substrates are indicated by black and orange, respectively.

this DNA polymerase. Dissociation of pol � is most preva-
lent during extension (45.9 ± 1.7%) but a significant portion
(17.4 ± 0.3%) dissociates during elongation, primarily at i11.
Furthermore, 14.3 ± 2.1% of pol � does not dissociate at all
before reaching the end of the template.

As observed in Figure 6A, disabling the 3′→5′ exonu-
clease activity of human pol � significantly decreases the
bypass efficiency (by 22.9 ± 2.5%) primarily by decreasing
the extension efficiency (by 28.2 ± 2.9%); the insertion ef-
ficiency is only reduced by 3.73 ± 1.32%. This results in
a significant decrease in the percentage of pol � that does
not dissociate and a shift in dissociation events primarily
to extension (Figure 6B). Altogether, the studies described
above suggest that human pol � holoenzymes are very effi-
cient at insertion opposite Tg in a lagging strand template
(insertion efficiency = 79.1 ± 0.7%) and that Tg does not af-
fect the progression of pol � holoenzymes towards the lesion
(i.e. before lesion bypass) but promotes dissociation of pol �
during and after lesion bypass. Furthermore, the 3′→5′ ex-

onuclease activity of human pol � significantly promotes Tg
bypass primarily by promoting extension. Again, under the
conditions of the assay, it cannot be discerned whether the
significant contribution of proofreading to extension is due
to proofreading insertion of an incorrect dNTP opposite a
Tg (i.e. a mismatch) to promote extension or proofreading
extension to stabilize dNTP incorporation 1 nt downstream
of the lesion. Next, we examined the effects of prominent
alkylative DNA lesions on the progression of human pol �
holoenzymes.

The effect of alkylative DNA lesions on the progression of
human pol � holoenzymes

First, we examined the effect of O6-Methylguanine
(O6MeG, Figure 7A) on the progression of human pol �
holoenzymes. O6MeG is a prominent DNA lesion gener-
ated by exposure of genomic DNA to methylating agents,
such as the antitumor agents dacarbazine, streptozotocin,
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Figure 6. Effect of proofreading on bypass of Tg by pol � holoenzymes. (A) Efficiency of replicating Tg. The efficiencies for insertion, extension, and
bypass for wild-type (WT) and exonuclease-deficient (Exo–) pol � holoenzymes are plotted as percentages. Values for each parameter are also reported in
Supplementary Table S2. (B) Dissociation of pol � holoenzymes after encountering an Tg lesion. The distribution of dissociation events observed for the
Bio-Cy5-P/T-Tg DNA substrate with wild-type (WT) and exonuclease-deficient (Exo–) pol � holoenzymes are plotted.

procarbazine and temozolomide (42). The P/T DNA
substrate (Bio-Cy5-P/T-O6MeG, Supplementary Figure
S1) contains an O6MeG 12 nt downstream of the P/T
junction (at the 12th dNTP incorporation step, i12). As
observed in Figure 7B, synthesis of the full-length (62-mer)
primer extension product is clearly observed, indicating
that human pol � supports stable incorporation of dNTPs
opposite and beyond an O6MeG (i.e. lesion bypass) during
an initial encounter. The observed Pi values up to, but
not including, the 12th dNTP incorporation step (i12) are
essentially identical for the native and O6MeG P/T DNA
substrates (Figure 7C). Thus, a downstream O6MeG DNA
lesion does not affect the progression of pol � holoen-
zymes towards the lesion. Upon encountering an O6MeG,
66.8 ± 0.6% of replicating pol � holoenzymes bypass the
lesion prior to dissociation, which is reduced compared
to that observed for bypass of native G (97.1 ± 0.1%)
in the same sequence context (Supplementary Table S3).
The marginally reduced efficiency of O6MeG bypass
(68.8 ± 0.6%, Figure 7D, Supplementary Table S3) is due
to moderate reductions in both the insertion (79.6 ± 0.6%)
and extension efficiencies (86.5 ± 0.3%). Immediately
following O6MeG bypass, native Pi values are restored (at
the 14th dNTP incorporation step, i14, Figure 7C), indicat-
ing that, after bypass of an O6MeG, the offending lesion
does not affect the progression of pol � holoenzymes that
continue downstream. Altogether, this indicates that an
O6MeG lesion only promotes dissociation of pol � during
lesion bypass (i.e. insertion and extension). However, only
21.8 ± 0.6% of pol � dissociates during insertion (Figure
7E), indicating that a very high proportion of O6MeG
lesions encountered by progressing pol � holoenzymes
(78.2 ± 0.6%) are replicated by pol �. Dissociation of pol

� is less prevalent during extension (11.4 ± 0.2%) and
elongation (17.5 ± 0.4%) and, surprisingly, half of pol �
(49.3 ± 0.9%) does not dissociate at all before reaching the
end of the template.

As observed in Figure 8A, disabling the 3′→5′ exonucle-
ase activity of human pol � significantly decreases the by-
pass efficiency for O6MeG (by 33.0 ± 1.3%) by slightly de-
creasing the insertion efficiency (by 12.6 ± 1.0%) and signif-
icantly decreasing the extension efficiency (by 33.1 ± 1.0%).
This results in a drastic decrease in the percentage of
pol � that does not dissociate (Figure 8B) and a signif-
icant increase in the percentage of pol � that dissociates
during insertion (21.8 ± 0.6% to 35.4 ± 0.8%), exten-
sion (11.4 ± 0.2% to 31.3 ± 0.2%), as well as elongation
(17.5 ± 0.4% to 29.2 ± 0.8%). Altogether, these studies sug-
gest that human pol � holoenzymes are very efficient at in-
sertion opposite O6MeG in a lagging strand template (in-
sertion efficiency = 79.6 ± 0.6%) and that O6MeG only pro-
motes dissociation of pol � during lesion bypass; O6MeG
does not affect the progression of pol � holoenzymes to-
wards the lesion (i.e. before lesion bypass) or 2 nt beyond
the lesion (i.e. after lesion bypass). Furthermore, the 3′→5′
exonuclease activity of human pol � significantly promotes
O6MeG bypass by proofreading insertion opposite the le-
sion and potentially extension beyond the lesion. Again,
under the conditions of the assay, it cannot be discerned
whether the significant contribution of proofreading to ex-
tension is due to proofreading insertion of an incorrect
dNTP opposite O6MeG (i.e. a mismatch) to promote ex-
tension or proofreading extension to stabilize dNTP in-
corporation 1 nt downstream of the lesion. Finally, we re-
peated these assays to analyze the effects of another promi-
nent alkylative DNA lesion, 1,N6-ethenoadenine (εA, Fig-
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Figure 7. Pol � holoenzymes encountering an O6MeG lesion downstream of a P/T junction. The progression of human pol � holoenzymes was monitored
on a P/T DNA substrate (Bio-Cy5-P/T-O6MeG, Supplementary Figure S1) that contains an O6MeG 12 nt downstream of the P/T junction (at the 12th
dNTP incorporation step, i12). (A) Structure of O6MeG. O6MeG (bottom) is generated from G (top) through the addition of a methyl group on the oxygen
of the carbonyl group at position 6 of the ring. These modifications are highlighted in green on the structure of O6MeG. (B) 16% denaturing sequencing gel
of the primer extension products. Shown on the left and the right are representative gels of primer extension by pol � holoenzymes on the native Bio-Cy5-
P/T (‘G at i12’) and the Bio-Cy5-P/T-O6MeG (‘O6MeG at i12’) DNA substrates, respectively. (C) Processivity of pol � holoenzymes. Pi values observed
for the native Bio-Cy5-P/T (‘G at i12’) and the Bio-Cy5-P/T-O6MeG (‘O6MeG at i12’) DNA substrates are shown in black and green, respectively, and
plotted as a function of the dNTP incorporation step, i. Data is fit to an interpolation only for observation. Dashed line indicates dNTP incorporation step
for insertion (i12). (D) Efficiency of replicating O6MeG. The efficiencies for insertion, extension, and bypass are calculated as described in Materials and
Methods and plotted as percentages. Values for each parameter are also reported in Supplementary Table S3. (E). Dissociation of pol � holoenzymes after
encountering an O6MeG lesion. The distribution of dissociation events observed for the native Bio-Cy5-P/T (‘G at i12’) and the Bio-Cy5-P/T-O6MeG
(‘O6MeG at i12’) DNA substrates are indicated by black and green, respectively.

ure 9A) on the progression of human pol � holoenzymes. εA
is a prominent alkylation product of adenine that is gen-
erated by exposure of genomic DNA to vinyl chloride, an
industrial pollutant, or lipid peroxidation byproducts asso-
ciated with inflammation and metabolism (43).

The P/T DNA substrate (Bio-Cy5-P/T-εA, Supplemen-
tary Figure S1) contains an εA 10 nt downstream of the
P/T junction (at the 10th dNTP incorporation step, i10).
As observed in Figure 9B, synthesis past the εA DNA le-
sion does not occur, indicating that human pol � does not
support lesion bypass of an εA during an initial encounter.
Interestingly, the observed Pi values for the native and εA
P/T DNA substrates are nearly identical up to only the 8th

dNTP incorporation step (i8) and then significantly diverge
at the 9th dNTP incorporation step (i9) and beyond (Fig-
ure 9C). This suggests that a downstream εA may cause
some progressing pol � holoenzymes to prematurely dissoci-
ate before the lesion is encountered. Upon encountering an

εA lesion, only 3.06 ± 0.56% of progressing pol � holoen-
zymes incorporate a dNTP opposite the lesion prior to dis-
sociation, which is drastically less than that observed for by-
pass of native A (98.3 ± 0.1%) in the same sequence context
(Supplementary Table S4). Hence, the efficiency for dNTP
incorporation opposite an εA lesion is extremely low (inser-
tion efficiency = 3.11 ± 0.57%, Figure 9D) and by far the
lowest of all DNA lesions analyzed in the present study. Ex-
tension beyond a εA lesion and, hence, bypass and elonga-
tion are not observed. Thus, all progressing pol � holoen-
zymes that encounter an εA lesion dissociate during in-
sertion or extension (Figure 9E). The former accounts for
96.9 ± 0.6% of all dissociation events. As observed in Fig-
ure 10A, disabling the 3′→5′ exonuclease activity of human
pol � slightly increased the insertion efficiency, if at all, and
did not yield extension. Furthermore, the observed distri-
bution of dissociation events is not visibly altered by dis-
abling the 3′→5′ exonuclease activity of human pol � (Fig-
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Figure 8. Effect of proofreading on bypass of O6MeG by pol � holoenzymes. (A) Efficiency of replicating O6MeG. The efficiencies for insertion, extension
and bypass for wild-type (WT) and exonuclease-deficient (Exo–) pol � holoenzymes are plotted as percentages. Values for each parameter are also reported
in Supplementary Table S3. (B) Dissociation of pol � holoenzymes after encountering an O6MeG lesion. The distribution of dissociation events observed
for the Bio-Cy5-P/T-O6MeG DNA substrate with wild-type (WT) and exonuclease-deficient (Exo–) pol � holoenzymes are plotted.

ure 10B). This suggests that the 3′→5′ exonuclease activity
of human pol � does not contribute to dNTP incorporation
opposite εA and that insertion may evade intrinsic proof-
reading by human pol �. Altogether, these studies suggest
that human pol � holoenzymes are very inefficient at inser-
tion opposite an εA in a lagging strand template (insertion
efficiency = 3.11 ± 0.57%) and that εA promotes dissocia-
tion of pol � during lesion bypass and also as the polymerase
approaches the lesion. Furthermore, the 3′→5′ exonuclease
activity of human pol � does not contribute to lesion bypass
of εA during initial encounters.

DISCUSSION

In the present study, we re-constituted human lagging
strand replication at physiological pH, ionic strength, and
dNTP concentrations to quantitatively characterize, at sin-
gle nucleotide resolution, the initial encounters of pol �
holoenzymes with downstream DNA lesions. In short, a
DNA lesion ≥9 nt downstream of a P/T junction is encoun-
tered only once and only by a progressing pol � holoenzyme,
rather than pol � alone. To the best of our knowledge, com-
parable studies of human lagging strand replication have
yet to be reported. The results indicate that human pol �
holoenzymes support stable dNTP incorporation opposite
and beyond multiple lesions and the extent of these activi-
ties depends on the identity of the lesion (Figure 11A) and
the ability to proofread intrinsically. Surprisingly, the results
reveal that human pol � holoenzymes are very efficient at
inserting a dNTP opposite certain DNA lesions, with inser-
tion efficiencies ≥∼80% for 8oxoG, Tg and O6MeG lesions
(Figure 11A). Furthermore, the results indicate that after a
progressing pol � holoenzyme encounters a given DNA le-
sion, subsequent dissociation of pol �, if it occurs, does not

converge to a uninform site relative to the lesion. Rather,
pol � dissociation events are distributed around the lesion.
The distributions of pol � dissociation events are dependent
on the identity of the lesion (Figure 11B) and the ability
of pol � to proofread intrinsically. Taken together with pre-
vious reports on human pol �, the results from the present
study reveal complexity and heterogeneity in the replication
of DNA lesions in lagging strand templates, as discussed in
further detail below.

8oxoG lesions in lagging strand templates

Human pol � holoenzymes are very efficient at inserting a
dNTP opposite 8oxoG (insertion efficiency = 85.7 ± 0.6%,
Figure 11A) such that 84.2 ± 0.6% of progressing pol �
holoenzymes that encounter an 8oxoG lesion complete in-
sertion prior to pol � dissociating (Figure 11B). Intrinsic
proofreading contributes marginally (9.88 ± 0.91%) to this
high insertion efficiency (Figure 4A). This suggests that a
very high proportion of 8oxoG lesions in lagging strand
templates are initially replicated by pol �, rather than a
DDT pathway such as TLS. Previous studies indicated that,
in the presence of PCNA and RPA, human pol � primar-
ily inserts either the correct dCTP or the incorrect dATP
opposite 8oxoG, with the latter accounting for 25–40%
of all insertion events (9,35,44). In the present study, this
equates to ∼21–34% of all encounters between progressing
pol � holoenzymes and 8oxoG lesions resulting in 8oxoG:A
mismatches and ∼50–63% yielding ‘correct’ 8oxoG:C base
pairs.

Interestingly, human pol � holoenzymes are ∼2-fold
more efficient at insertion opposite 8oxoG (insertion ef-
ficiency = 85.7 ± 0.6%, Figure 11A) than extension of
8oxoG base pairs (extension efficiency = 43.7 ± 1.5%,
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Figure 9. Pol � holoenzymes encountering an εA lesion downstream of a P/T junction. The progression of human pol � holoenzymes was monitored on
a P/T DNA substrate (Bio-Cy5-P/T-εA, Supplementary Figure S1) that contains an εA 10 nt downstream of the P/T junction (at the 10th dNTP incor-
poration step, i10). (A) Structure of εA. εA (bottom) is generated from A (top) through the attachment of two extra carbons in an exocyclic arrangement;
1 carbon is attached to the nitrogen at position 1 and the other is attached to the nitrogen in the amine at position 6 of the ring. These modifications
are highlighted in blue on the structure of εA. (B) 16% denaturing sequencing gel of the primer extension products. Shown on the left and the right are
representative gels of primer extension by pol � holoenzymes on the native Bio-Cy5-P/T (‘A at i10’) and the Bio-Cy5-P/T-εA (‘εA at i10’) DNA substrates,
respectively. (C) Processivity of pol � holoenzymes. Pi values observed for the native Bio-Cy5-P/T (‘A at i10’) and the Bio-Cy5-P/T-εA (‘εA at i10’) DNA
substrates are shown in black and blue, respectively, and plotted as a function of the dNTP incorporation step, i. Data is fit to an interpolation only for
observation. (D) Efficiency of replicating εA. The efficiencies for insertion, extension and bypass are calculated as described in Materials and Methods and
plotted as percentages. Values for each parameter are also reported in Supplementary Table S4. (E). Dissociation of pol � holoenzymes after encountering
an εA lesion. The distribution of dissociation events observed for the native Bio-Cy5-P/T (‘A at i10’) and the Bio-Cy5-P/T-εA (‘εA at i10’) DNA substrates
are indicated by black and blue, respectively.

Figure 11A) such that only 43.2 ± 1.4% of progressing
pol � holoenzymes that complete insertion opposite 8oxoG
subsequently complete extension prior to pol � dissociat-
ing (Supplementary Table S1). Intrinsic proofreading con-
tributes marginally (6.01 ± 2.07%) to the observed exten-
sion efficiency (Figure 4A). Consequently, only 36.4 ± 1.5%
of progressing pol � holoenzymes that encounter an 8oxoG
complete lesion bypass prior to pol � dissociating (Sup-
plementary Table S1). Previous qualitative studies demon-
strated that, in the presence of PCNA and RPA, human
pol � has a slight but visible preference for extending
8oxoG:A mismatches compared to 8oxoG:C (11). The ex-
tent of this preference has yet to be quantified. Nonethe-
less, the (in)fidelity of insertion opposite 8oxoG (discussed
above) together with the preferential extension of 8oxoG
base pairs may explain the reduced efficiencies for extension

and lesion bypass observed in the present study; human pol
� holoenzymes preferentially insert dCTP opposite 8oxoG
but are inefficient at extending 8oxoG:C base pairs.

Collectively, the results presented here suggest that a very
high proportion of 8oxoG lesions in lagging strand tem-
plates (84.2 ± 0.6%) are initially replicated by pol �, rather
than a DDT pathway, creating a heterogenous population
of nascent DNA that may elicit a variety of downstream re-
sponses during DNA replication. For 8oxoG:C base pairs,
pol � faithfully completes insertion and DDT would only
be utilized, if at all, to complete extension as dissociation
of pol � is most prevalent at this dNTP incorporation step
(Figure 11B) and unperturbed progression of pol � holoen-
zymes resumes 2 nt downstream of the lesion (Figure 3C).
For 8oxoG:A mismatches, the mismatched dAMP oppo-
site the 8oxoG lesion must ultimately be excised and the
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Figure 10. Effect of proofreading on bypass of εA by pol � holoenzymes. (A) Efficiency of replicating εA. The efficiencies for insertion, extension, and
bypass for wild-type (WT) and exonuclease-deficient (Exo-) pol � holoenzymes are plotted as percentages. Values for each parameter are also reported in
Supplementary Table S4. (B) Dissociation of pol � holoenzymes after encountering an εA lesion. The distribution of dissociation events observed for the
Bio-Cy5-P/T-εA DNA substrate with wild-type (WT) and exonuclease-deficient (Exo-) pol � holoenzymes are plotted.

8oxoG accurately ‘re-replicated’ to avoid fixed G:C→T:A
transversion mutations. This may occur via multiple path-
ways that depend on the extent of pol � holoenzyme progres-
sion downstream of an 8oxoG lesion and/or the activation
of DDT pathways. This is currently under investigation.

Tg lesions in lagging strand templates

Similar to 8oxoG, human pol � holoenzymes are very ef-
ficient at inserting a dNTP opposite Tg (insertion effi-
ciency = 79.1 ± 0.7%, Figure 11A) such that 77.5 ± 0.7%
of progressing pol � holoenzymes that encounter a Tg le-
sion complete insertion prior to pol � dissociating (Figure
11B). Furthermore, similar to 8oxoG, intrinsic proofread-
ing slightly contributes (3.73 ± 1.32%) to this high inser-
tion efficiency (Figure 6A). This suggests that a very high
proportion of Tg lesions in lagging strand templates are
initially replicated by pol �, rather than a DDT pathway
such as TLS. To the best of our knowledge, direct stud-
ies on replication of Tg lesions by human pol � have yet
to be reported and, hence, the fidelity of human pol � in
replicating Tg lesions is unknown. However, human DNA
polymerase � (pol �), a B-family DNA polymerase like pol
�, exclusively inserts dAMP opposite Tg lesions (45). Fur-
thermore, the DNA polymerase active sites of pol �’s from
S. cerevisiae and human are structurally conserved and a
recent report demonstrated that S. cerevisiae pol � exclu-
sively inserts dAMP opposite Tg lesions in the presence of
PCNA and RPA (46–48). Finally, previous structural stud-
ies of bacteriophage RB69 DNA polymerase, a B-family
polymerase like pol �, revealed that Tg is able to establish
Watson-Crick base pair hydrogen bonds with an inserted
dAMP, resembling a canonical T:A base pair. Altogether,
this suggests that insertion opposite Tg lesions by human

pol � is error-free and the resultant Tg:A base pair resem-
bles a canonical T:A base pair (49).

Similar to that observed for 8oxoG, human pol � holoen-
zymes are ∼2-fold more efficient at insertion opposite Tg
(insertion efficiency = 79.1 ± 0.7%, Figure 11A) than ex-
tending Tg base pairs (extension efficiency = 41.5 + 2.7%,
Figure 11A) such that only 40.8 + 2.7% of progressing pol
� holoenzymes that complete insertion opposite Tg subse-
quently complete extension prior to pol � dissociating (Sup-
plementary Table S2). Intrinsic proofreading contributes
significantly (28.2 ± 2.9%) to the observed extension effi-
ciency (Figure 6A). Consequently, only 31.6% + 2.3% of
progressing pol � holoenzymes that encounter a Tg lesion
complete lesion bypass prior to pol � dissociating. The
aforementioned structural studies of bacteriophage RB69
revealed that the nature of the template nucleobase imme-
diately 5′ to the Tg lesion significantly influences extension
and, hence, lesion bypass. Specifically, the C5 methyl group
of Tg within a Tg:A base pair protrudes axially from its
nonplanar pyrimidine ring and pushes the 5′ template nu-
cleotide into an extrahelical position. These structural aber-
rations decrease the extension efficiency and are more pro-
nounced for a larger 5′ purine (A or G) compared to a
smaller 5′ pyrimidine (C or T) (49). In the present study,
adenine is immediately 5′ to the Tg lesion and, hence, likely
responsible for the significantly reduced efficiencies of ex-
tension and bypass observed in the present study.

Collectively, the results presented here suggest that a very
high proportion of Tg lesions in lagging strand templates
(77.5 ± 0.7%) are initially replicated by pol �, rather than a
DDT pathway, and that replication of Tg lesions by pol � is
error-free. Accordingly, DDT is primarily utilized, if at all,
to complete extension and/or the 1st dNTP incorporation
of elongation as dissociation of pol � is most prevalent dur-
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Figure 11. Bypass of DNA lesions by pol � holoenzymes during initial encounters. (A) Efficiencies of replicating DNA lesions. The efficiencies for dNTP
incorporation opposite a lesion (i.e. insertion), 1 nt downstream of lesion (i.e. extension) and bypass (insertion and extension) of a lesion for wild type pol
� holoenzymes are plotted. Data is taken from Figures 3D, 5D, 7D and 9D and is color-coded by DNA lesion. (B) Dissociation of pol � holoenzymes after
encountering DNA lesions. The distribution of dissociation events observed for wild type pol � holoenzymes encountering DNA lesions is plotted. Data
is taken from Figures 3E, 5E, 7E and 9E and is color-coded by DNA lesion.

ing these dNTP incorporation steps and unperturbed pro-
gression of pol � holoenzymes resumes 3 nt downstream of
the lesion (Figure 5C). Utilization of DDT for extension
may be promoted in the absence of intrinsic proofreading
by pol � as inactivation of the 3′→5′ exonuclease activity of
human pol � significantly decreases the extension efficiency
(by 28.2 ± 2.9%, Figure 6A) leading to a significant increase
(17.8 ± 2.4%, Figure 6B) in pol � dissociation during this
dNTP in corporation step.

O6MeG in lagging strand templates

Similar to that observed for 8oxoG and Tg, human pol �
holoenzymes are also very efficient at inserting a dNTP op-
posite O6MeG (insertion efficiency = 79.6 ± 0.6%, Fig-
ure 11A) such that 78.2 ± 0.6% of progressing pol �
holoenzymes that encounter an O6MeG complete insertion
prior to pol � dissociating (Figure 11B). Furthermore, like
8oxoG and Tg, intrinsic proofreading visibly contributes
(12.6 ± 1.0%) to this high insertion efficiency (Figure 8A).
This suggests that a very high proportion of O6MeG lesions
in lagging strand templates are initially replicated by pol �,
rather than a DDT pathway such as TLS. Previous studies
indicated that, in the presence of PCNA and RPA, human
pol � primarily inserts either the correct dCTP or the in-
correct dTTP opposite 8oxoG, and these events occur with
equal probability (15). In the present study, this equates
to ∼39.2% of all encounters between progressing pol �
holoenzymes and O6MeG lesions resulting in O6MeG:T
mismatches and ∼39.2% yielding ‘correct’ O6MeG:C base
pairs.

In contrast to that observed for 8oxoG and Tg, human
pol � holoenzymes are slightly more efficient at extension
of O6MeG base pairs (extension efficiency = 86.5 ± 2.5%,
Figure 11A) than insertion opposite O6MeG (insertion ef-
ficiency = 79.6 ± 0.6%, Figure 11A) such that 85.4 ± 0.2%
of progressing pol � holoenzymes that complete insertion
opposite O6MeG subsequently complete extension prior
to pol � dissociating (Supplementary Table S3). Intrinsic
proofreading contributes significantly (33.1 ± 1.0%) to the
observed extension efficiency (Figure 8A). Consequently,
66.8% + 0.6% of progressing pol � holoenzymes that en-
counter an O6MeG lesion complete lesion bypass prior to
pol � dissociating. Furthermore, over 60% (63.1 + 0.8%)
of progressing pol � holoenzymes that complete insertion
opposite O6MeG subsequently extend the nascent DNA
at least 19 nt downstream prior to pol � dissociation. To-
gether, this suggests that the majority of O6MeG in lagging
strand templates and the corresponding template DNA se-
quences 5′ to the offending lesion are replicated by human
pol � without activation of DDT.

Collectively, the results presented here suggest that a very
high proportion of O6MeG lesions in lagging strand tem-
plates (78.2 ± 0.6%) are initially replicated by pol �, rather
than a DDT pathway, creating a heterogenous population
of nascent DNA that may elicit a variety of downstream re-
sponses during DNA replication. For O6MeG:C base pairs,
pol � faithfully completes insertion and DDT would only be
utilized, if at all, to complete extension as dissociation of pol
� is most prevalent at this dNTP incorporation step (Fig-
ure 11B) and unperturbed progression of pol � holoenzymes
resumes 2 nt downstream of the lesion (Figure 7C). Uti-
lization of DDT for extension may be promoted in the ab-
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sence of intrinsic proofreading by pol � as inactivation of the
3′→5′ exonuclease activity of human pol � significantly de-
creases the extension efficiency (by 33.1 ± 1.0%, Figure 8A)
leading to a significant increase (19.9 ± 0.3%, Figure 8B)
in pol � dissociation during this dNTP incorporation steps.
For O6MeG:T mismatches, the mismatched dTMP oppo-
site the O6MeG lesion must ultimately be excised and the
O6MeG accurately ‘re-replicated’ to avoid fixed G:C→A:T
transversion mutations. This may occur via multiple path-
ways that depend on the extent of pol � holoenzyme progres-
sion downstream of an O6MeG lesion and/or the activation
of DDT pathways. This is currently under investigation.

�A in lagging strand templates

In contrast to 8oxoG, Tg, and O6MeG, human pol �
holoenzymes are very inefficient at inserting a dNTP oppo-
site εA (insertion efficiency = 3.11 ± 0.57, Figure 11A) such
that only 3.06 ± 0.56% of progressing pol � holoenzymes
that encounter an εA complete insertion prior to pol � dis-
sociating (Figure 11B). Furthermore, human pol � holoen-
zymes are incapable of extending from a dNMP inserted op-
posite εA. Finally, intrinsic proofreading by pol � does not
contribute to the aforementioned behaviors (Figure 10). Al-
together, this suggests that εA are very strong blocks to pol
� holoenzyme progression and, consequently, nearly all εA
lesions in lagging strand templates are replicated by a DDT
pathway such as TLS. This agrees with a previous ex vivo
study (50). It is also possible that upon dissociation of pol �
during insertion opposite εA or extension from an εA base
pair, the offending lesion is subsequently repaired via direct
reversal and the restored native adenine is then replicated
by a pol � holoenzyme (51–53). This is currently under in-
vestigation.
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